Students Speak On Open Dances

Tiger

The

Clemson students voice opinions on the idea
of open dances as proposed by The Tiger in last
week's issue. This discussion may be found In
"Students Speak" on page three of this edition.
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Second Lecture Program
Presents Dr. Bell I. Wiley
'The President's Own'

Concert Series Stars
Marine Band Tuesday
United States Marine Band,
known as "The President's Own,"
will present the second performance of the Clemson concert series next Tuesday evening at 8
p. m.

Clemson students voted Tuesday for the selection of Miss Tigerama who will be announced
at the all student production next Friday. Shown above are some students participating in
the elections. (Tiger photo by Alex McCprmack.)

Students Hold
Straw Ballot
Polls Tuesday

Straw ballot election for President of the United States will
be held here on the Clemson
campus Tuesday on the Loggia.
The polls will be open all during
the day in order that all students may have a chance to vote.
This election is being sponsored by both the Yeung Republican and
Young Democratic
German sound track. Also that Clubs on campus, and will be
same night there will be a film conducted by the Elections Comon the Museum in Lubeck exhibit- mittee, Buzzy Elliott, arts and
ing 300 years of development and sciences senior of Capeville, Va.
culture.
chairman.
On Dec. 15 there will be a film At meetings held
Monday
depicting the road side shrines night, both YD's and YR's de
and altars and the famous la roque cided to sponsor the election in
church of the 14 saints in the an effort to determine the feelMain valley.
ing of the student body for their
The town of Bamberg and its preferable candidate, either
famous 13th century cathedral Richard Nixon or John Kenand German Industrial design nedy.
Jimmy Jordan and Zip Grant
will be shown on Jan; 19.
Next semester four sets of films presidents of the YRC and the
will be run along much the same YDC, respectively, said_ that
lines of previous movies. Sevferal the results of the straw vote will
films will lean toward architectur- be announced in the Nov. 4 issue
al aspects such as architectural of The Tiger.
They urged all students to vote
works of the Rococo Master CZ.
historical development in city for their favorite candidate in
building and aspects of Munich. this election, which is similar to
ones being held on campuses
German art may be seen in
over the United States.
many
films - including
art
treasures in the late Romantic
and early Gothic style, studeis in "Miss Clemson"
movement and color and a speial film showing Olaf Gulbran- Interviews To Begin
Interviews for Miss Clemson
son, a well-known cartoonist at
his home and some of his draw- College will begin Nov. 14, according to Angus McGregor,
ings.
Other films will describe coal president of student body. The
mining in the Ruhr district, tell a election for this position will
modern fairy tale about a small be held Nov. HZ. Angus relocomotive, and follow a travelog minded all single coeds that
through the Allgau in Bavaria to they are eligible to enter this
contest.
Oberamergau.

Architectural School
Exhibits Cultural Films
Richard Nixon
Visits Columbia
Next Thursday
Vice - President Richard M.
Nixon will present a major address in Columbia next Thursday at 12 a. m. on the State
House steps. Former governor
James F. Byrnes, member of the
Clemson Board of Trustees, will
make the introduction.
The Young Republicans will
sponsor a convoy of cars to
Columbia that morning, with
plans to return following a reception that afternoon.
Governor Hollings will meet
the Republican Presidential candidate at Shaw Air Force Base,
but will not be in the motorcade
from Shaw to Columbia.
Jay Jordan,
president of
Clemson Young Republican
Club, urges all. students regardless of political affiliation to attend the speech, if possible.

scenery of the German country
side, the romanticism of Germany
and the daily life of the country's
citizens.
Graduate Of M.I.T.
Assistant'Professor Johannes P.
Holschnelder, a member of a rotating appointed
professorship
staged by the, architectural
school, is responsible for obtain'
ing the films. He was assigned to
the Clemson faculty this year
following graduate study
at
M.I.T. where he received his
M. A. in Architecture.
Professor Holschnelder, in
presenting the series, feels.mat.
he fills a responsibility towards
his country and that his wife,
a German professor here, also
fills a responsibility to her students.'
The films are to give the student an idea of what.Germany is
like, and give an impression" of
what the German language actually sounds like in every day conversation.
The sponsors of the films plan
to include French films into the
program in the near future. Admission to the films is free.
Films In German
The next film will be present-.
ed on Nov. 17 in" the Civil Engineering building auditorium at 7
p.m. This will be a film on the
rebuilding of the city Kassel in

CDA Features Known Performers
* * * * *

CLYDE McPHATTER

Vickery States
Graduate Exams
To Be Required
Clemson graduating seniors
will be required to take graduate record examinations beginning
next year according to K. N. Vickery, Registrar.
All candidates for graduation in
June and August 1961 and in February 1962 wlil take the examinations April 4, 1961.
Prepared by the Institutional Testing Program of Educational Testing Service, These
tests have been required of
Clemson candidates for graduation in the School of Arts and
Sciences for several years.
Mr. Vickery explained that one
of the two major educational objectives of college curricula is the
general intellectual growth and
development of each student. The
second is the achievement of some
degree of specialization in a selected field of study.
The graduate record testing
(Continued On Page 3)
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School of Architecture will present eight sets of films in a Cultural Film
Series this year
through the courtesy of the Embassy of the Federal Republic of
Germany.
The first four films, shown last
night, depicted current events,

South Carolina's Oldest-

Central Dance Association will his future wife who persuaded him
present two rationally-famous re- to devote his.talents to music.
cording artists in Clyde McPhat- After one year at the university,
ter and. Richard Maltby for next Maltby left school to work with
'week's Homecoming Dance fes local dance bands and take
tivities.
courses- in advanced harmony and
Tickets for the informal dances orchestration.
will be $4.00 for Friday night and
In 1940 Richard joined radio
$4.50 for Saturday evening. Block 'station WBBM in Chicago as
tickets at $8.00 and individual
tickets may be purchased from staff arranger. There he gained valuable experience writing
any CDA member.
Homecoming activities begin for diversified groups from
with Tigerama, 1960, Friday even- large symphonies to choral
ing followed by the dance start- groups. At the same time he
ing at 9 p.m. and ending at 1
a.m. The Saturday dance runs did. arrangements for Chicago
dance bands.
from 8 p.m. to midnight.
In 1945, Dick moved to New
McPhatter's Career
Clyde McPhatter started
his York where he.became a conducmusical career as a gospel singer tor-arranger for the ABC radio
leading his own quartet at fee age network. When RCA Victor orof 13. He was signed by Billy organised its VIK Records subsiWard who featured him with bis diary, Dick was asked to become
popular singing group; the Domi- a composer-arrange!-/for the company. "St. Louis Blues Mambo,"
noes.
During the three years with one of his first recordings, esBilly Ward, Clyde was respon- tablished him as a leader in the
sible for the success of many popular music field.
of their recordings including
Orchestra Organised
"Have Mercy, Baby," "These
The Richard Maltby Orchestra
Foolish Things," and "The Bells/ was organized in 1955 and "hit
After Clyde left the Dominoes the road" as a teaveling dance
he organized Ms own group, the band. The band has met with sucDrifters, who popularised such cess playing-at many major colhits as "Money Honey," "What leges. The orchestra has had sucYou Gonna Do?" and Clyde's cessful stays at the Cafe Rouge,
own composition, "Honey Love." New York City; the Blue Room,
After the release of his hit re- Washington; Roseland Dance City
cording "Treasure of Love" he in New York; and the
Blue
was.signed by Irwin Feld to star Note, Chicago.
in "The Biggest Rock and Roll
The Maltby orchestra is comShow 1956." He appeared in
posed of 14 men. There are four
similar shows in 1957 and 1938.
trumpets, a valve trombone, five
Richard Maltby
Richard Maltby, conductor-ar- reeds, three rhythm instruments
ranger on Columbia Records, and (bass, guitar and drums), a vohis dance band, will highlight fee calist, and Dick himself who
Saturday night dance. The Maltby band features music ranging plays trumpet, vibes, chimes,
from the symphonic to the popu- and congo drum.
John Wilson in High Fidelity
lar.
Maltby was born and educated Magasine'.states, "The Maltby
in Chicago, Til. Upon the com- band has a fresh, relaxed sound
pletion of hjgh school he entered and mixed smoothly ensemble
Northwestern University with no playing with easy solos; the band
intention of Centering the music seems to-hav* a character of its
world. At Northwestera he met own (a rarity these days)."

• *•******

CDA To Provide
Housing For Dotes
Central. Dance Association
has announced that it will be
able to supply limited accomodations. for student dates at
Homecoming. Those students
who need housing for dates
may secure them by cheeking
with the CDA table in the
CDA also urges that stitdining room.
dents should not cheek with
Mrs. Albert in the student affairs office,

President John Adams approved a bill for its establishment in
1798, making it the oldest active
musical organization in the country,
Official White House Band
Through the years the Marine
Band has become the official band
of the White House, playing in
marches for parades, the music
for White House weddings, and
in the solemn ceremonies following the death of a President.
Well known in Washington's
official circles are the band's
special symphonic arrangements, quartets and string ensembles. For more than a century the summer concerts on
the Capitol Plaza have been
highlights of Washington's musical life.
As a concert band the Marines
are well known throughout the
country. Every year they are given special permission by the President for a limited tour over the
United States.
Small Town Turn Out
In many small towns people turn
out to hear the Band in numbers exceeding the population of
the town. For example in Elizabethville, Pennsylvania, population 1,500, an audience of more
than 5,000 came to hear the band.
The band plays a selection of

Marchant Speoks

Noted Author Will Speak
On Topic 'Memorable War'
Clemson College Lecture Series will present Dr.
Bell I. Wiley, author, critic, lecturer and historian, in
the second lecture this year Nov. 7 in the college chapel
at 11 a.m.

• * • * * * • * *
musical compositions ranging
from such works as Dvorak's
"Carnival Overture," and "The
Corsair" overture by Berlioz, to
the old favorite marches and
Broadway hits.
One of the pioneer broadcasting organizations in radio
and television, the Band was
the first concert band to telecast a series of concerts.
Its long tradition of splendid
leadership includes John Philip
Sousa, who built its prestige as a
concert band. Today Lt. Col. Albert Schoepper, the 19th leader,
carries on the tradition with the
same high standards.
Band Leader
Lt. Col. Schoepper became a
member of the Band in 1934 and
was featured immediately as a
violin soloist. Before being promoted to the position of Second
DR. BELL WILEY
Leader in 1951 he conducted
string ensembles at the White
House as well as conducting the
Band for concerts and radio programs.
In 1955 when Lt. Col. W. F. Santelmann retired, Lt. Col. Schoepper was chosen as his successor.
His phenomenal memory for mu- Homecoming display contest ensic, his authoritative style of conducting and his genius for organ- tries must be submitted to Dean
ization have made him an excel- Armstrong's office by tomorrow
lent Leader.
at the latest, reminds Mike Best,
chairman of the Council of Club
Presidents.
On display in the Dean's office is a map showing the available spaces left for displays.
Cash awards will be made to
the sponsors of the best displays ranging from $30 for first
place to $20 for third place.
bers comprising the debating
An entry in the contest is not
teams.
Earlier this month the Young binding, but any organization that
Democrats obtained Dave Smith, decides not to build a display afadvance man for the LBJ Vic- ter securing space must withdraw
tory train, who based a talk on its entry before Nov. 2.
Senator Johnson and his camNotification of judging time will
paign.
be made later. The exact time
Officers for the YDC are Zip of the judging will be made at
Grant, president; John Vaughn, the time judges are announced.
vice-president; Robin Maddox, The Alumni Association and the
secretary; Bill Schachte, trea- Dean's office have announced that
surer; and Pat Corbett, publicity they will not assume responsibilichairman.
ty for displays.

Homecoming
Display Entries
Due Tomorrow

YDC To Sponsor
Political Talks
Preston S. Marchant, former
state legislator for six years,
stated at a Young Democrats
Glub meeting Tuesday evening
that both Presidential candidate's
platforms were aiming too high.
The meeting, open to anyone
interested in the Democratic
Club, was attended by students,
several members of the faculty
and the Clemson community.
Zip Grant, president of YDC,
announced that plans are underway to bring other wellknown speakers to the campus
in order to create more, enthusiasm in local and national
government.
Covering a variety of subjects,
Marchant noted that the Republicans have tried to put VicePresidential candidate, Henry
Cabot Lodge's, record in Congress
in wraps and play up his United
Nation's record. This,- he stated
has been done due to Lodge's
very liberal Congressional record.
The past eight-year Republican
administration has hurt the textile industry, and this affects this
state particularly since 64 per
cent of South Carolina income
comes from textiles or allied
industries, he continued.
Young Democratic Club was
organized to promote and stimulate interest in government of
the voters and non-voters alike.
The Clemson elub is sanctioned
by the Democratic Party of
South Carolina.
During the business meeting
plans for the membership drive
held Wednesday were discussed
and arranged. A motion was also
made, to draw up a resolution
thanking members of the Daniel
and Tiger bands who participated
in the Lyndon B. Johnson rally
several weeks ago.
Debates between the YDC and
the Young Republican Club on
the pressing issues of the campaign and the platform have been
discussed, according to Grant.
Each club will select three mem

Dr. Wiley, who will speak on
the subject, "The
Memorable
War", is the author of twelve
books receiving most recognition
for two written from opposite
viewpoints, "The Life of Johnny
Reb" and "Life of Billy Yank".
Authority On Plain People
Principally interested in the
humble of American history, he i»
recognized as the nation's foremost authority on the plain people, and one of the top historian*
of the Civil War.
Research into their lives has
taken him to 47 states and led
him over 30,000 letters and 1,000 diaries.
His reviews have appeared in
the "New York Times", the "New
York Herald-Tribune" and the
"American Historical Review". He
is listed in the "Directory of American Scholars."
Dr. Bell has had teaching assignments at Asbury, Mississippi
Southern College, University of
Mississippi, Louisiana State University and Emory University.
Native Of Tennessee
A native of West Tennessee, Dr.
Wiley received an A. B. degree
from Asbury College, M. A. from
the University of Kentucky and
Ph. D. from Yale.
An assistant historical officer
during World War H, he prepared nine historical studies and
co-authored two books on the
Training of ground troops.
A. D. Holt, Assistant to President at University of Tennessee
states, "Bell I. Wiley has ferreted
out an amazing treasure chest of
fascinating, humourous and extremely human sidelights of history which escape the casual historian."
Continuing he says, "These he
skillfully intersperses with his
masterfull interpretation of historic events to give his audiences a most refreshing, enlightening, and inspiring experience."
The Lecture Series will present
Hon. Anthony Nutting speaking
on "Is Europe Closing the Door
on America?" Feb. 16, and Dr.
Willy Ley speaking on "The Conquest of Space".

Tigerama Staff Releases
Homecoming Skit Program
Bubbie Corley, director of Tigerama, and Ronnie Crow, director of skits, recently released the
program for the 1960 Tigerama
to be held in Memorial Stadium
the evening of Nov. 4.
Tigerama will officially begin
Homecoming activities with
dances scheduled to be held Friday and Saturday nights and the
football game with North Carolina Saturday afternoon.
Pre-Tigerama 7 p.m.
Pre-Tigerama will begin at 7
p.m. with a pep rally and featuring the Tiger band, the college
glee club, cheerleaders and football team. Following this,
the
main attraction of Tigerama will
open.
Several different types of entertainment will be found in
Tigerama, Ronnie stated. Jerry
Raz will play his accordian in
one of the acts. Another scheduled is "What It Was Was Football" featuring Charlie Cloanin-

ger.
Also included in the program
are Fred Hughes and his vocal
group and "Mr. Football — the
Frank Howard Show" put on by
Dftlta Kappa Alpha fraternity.
Miss Tigerama 1960 will be
crowned by Angus McGregor,
president of the student body, and
her court of four will be presented during the activities.
The
queen and court will be escorted
to the stage by the vice-president
of the student body and the four
class presidents.
Fire Works Grand Finale
Fireworks designed specifically
for Tigerama will compose the
grand finale of the show. This
attraction will last approximately 20 minutes, the director stated,
and should interest the entire audience.
Tigerama was begun four years
ago and in the three previous
shows, several thousand persons
have seen it. This show was de-

signed to recognize talented Clemson students and give them an
opportunity to appear before an
audience. It was also planned as
an added attraction for Homecoming festivities.
During each of the previous
Tigeramas, a Clemson coed has
been selected by the students
of Clemson College to reign as
Miss Tigerama. The first queen
was Diane Austin of Atlanta and
she was succeeded by Barbara
Dillard of Anderson.
Nancy Edwards of Clemson was
chosen by Clemson students as
Miss Tigerama 1959. She will relinquish her crown to the new
Miss Tigerama during the activities of the program. The newly
elected queen will be announced
in The Tiger the morning of Nov.
4.
Bubbie announced that prices for
Tigerama are set at adults: 50c;
students: 25c; and children under six years of age: free.

Fred Waring Presents Memorable Concert

Edwards Commends Students
For Concert Participation
"Dear Clemson Students:
It was my pleasure to attend the concert on Monday evening and at the conclusion I had the opportunity
of talking with Mr. Waring. He was most complimentary of the responsive audience at Clemson and
praised highly the reception he received here. The
Pennsylvanians play each year at colleges all over the
United States and by comparison he was most enthusiastic about the Clemson audience.
I was indeed proud of our student body on this
occasion and wish to extend to you my personal congratulations for another example of the excellent conduct we always expect of Country Gentlemen.
Robert C. Edwards, President

Shown above are several members of Fred Waring's famous Pennsylvanians, who presented the first concert in Clemson this year. Meeting the approval of an enlightened audience,
the group presented a concert that has hardly ever been equaled in Clemson. (Tiger photo
by Tom McNabb.)
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EDITORIALS

Let's Talk It Over

Presidential Election
Holds Nation's Future

Problem Of Unevenly Distributed Holidays Still
Unsolved By Work Of Students And Administration
Holidays, blessed times, have been
the topic of much discussion and controversy.
The first semester program
seems to be satisfactory with the students, but the latter half of the year is
practically bare as far as holidays go.
When Big Thursday folded, we seemtaken in account and this semester will
ed to have lost three holidays. This was
have no more class days than first semester of last year. We have the addition of a Big Saturday holiday which
is surely welcomed and was an almost
necessity.
The big "thorn" in the holiday schedule is most students feel that too much
time is granted for the between semester
break. They feel justifiably that these
days of freedom are too many to occur
just after the Christmas vacation. Many
feel that this semester break is the place
to get some additional days for spring
holidays.
True, there is a sizeable amount of
time allotted for this transition period;
but this time is not wasted—rather it
and even more is needed for the administrative branch of our College to process all the grade slips, get them out to
our homes (and parents), consider and
approve the first semester graduates,
and set up for the next semester's registration. Most of us do not realize just
how much work goes into these processes.
Just because we finish our exams on
a Monday or Tuesday does not mean
school is out either. Many other students do not finish exams until that
Thursday. This year with the addition
of the 12 o'clock classes even another day
will be added to the exam schedule. In
the past Thursday was the final day of
exams.
This additional day will push the administration even harder. The foregoing explanation of the reason why so
many days are needed for the semester
break doesn't explain why we still have
so few days for Easter. Clemson just
doesn't have as long as other schools and
we want more time. We realize that a

standard amount of class time is required to maintain our college accreditation.
We realize that any additional holidays
added to our calendar must be replaced,
and we will be willing to make them up
in June if necessary.
If we are going to have spring holidays, we want enough time to do something. We also want this period to correspond with other schools' holiday
schedule for what good is a holiday when
friends are still in other schools.
This request for Spring Holidays is
not unreasonable, it is rather logical. It
is the wish of a large majority if not all
of the student body. What can be done
to rectify this situation? Better still—
what will be done?
In last week's issue of The Tiger a
letter to the Editor made the following
statement: "The Tiger, contrary to the
belief of Mr. Jeter, is not the voice of
the student body. It only allows certain students to voice their own opinion." If this belief exists among the
student body—that The Tiger is not your
paper—then we have failed to meet our
objective in voicing the opinions and
beliefs of the student body.
However, we do not believe that we
have failed. Rather we feel we have
fulfilled this objective. We know of no
letter, article, news item, etc. that was
maliciously excluded from the paper,
right to work on the paper, either as
the right to work on the paper, either as
a full time member of the staff or as his
time allows.
We of The Tiger challenge this statement of last week. We do not believe it
is true. If it is, then we feel that the
fault is not with us but with the students. The Tiger is as much the voice of
the student body as you will make it.
Use the facilities of Letters to Tom, Letters to the Editor to voice your opinion
or better yet, join the staff. We will
welcome you. This is your paper. Continue to make it so. The door to The
Tiger office is never closed to any student of Clemson.

Suggests Card Cheering Section For Games
Clemson student spirit over the past
decade, particularly at home football
games, has left little to be desired and
again today may be highly praised. But
cannot Clemson take another stride in
this field of spirit that may bestow /prestige to both its state and conference?
The big step that has just been suggested is that of the introduction of a
card section at Tiger home football
games. We have seen such on televised games, particularly from the
western section of the United States, but
how many have been observed in this
section of the country? The University
of Maryland for one, appears to be the
only Atlantic Coast Conference team
sponsoring such a project, and one of the
few on the east coast. Could not Clemson students be unified at home games
to put on such a show?
True, plans would have to be developed including expense, number of
cards, and detailed instructions for the
set up and performance of the section.
But with the names and correspondence
with a few companies which suply the
laminated cards, most of the information would be obtained.
Then all that is left is a sponsor for
the project, and with the IFC now operating on full scale, this might be a
great idea to undertake. It would appear to be too great a function for one
fraternity to sponsor, particularly from
the standpoint of setting up the cards
before the games and gathering them
afterwards, but with the fraternities act-
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ing as a group, it could be easily accomplished. As for the direction of the
show, the head cheerleader could easily
act as coordinator.
Probably the greatest existing problem woud be that of getting students to
sit in the section and remain in their
seats during the performance. This
coud be done on a voluntary basis under the present ticket distribution policy
with any vacancies in the section being
filled with Rats.
Before continuing, we might point
out that we are not ignorant to the fact
that Clemson at one time had a card
section—and one that was very highly
regarded. However, time took its toll
and with change over from the old cadet
corps program most of the cards were
destroyed or lost. But this can be no
reason to hold back such a project today.
If the project could be undertaken
this season the vital element of time
would govern when it could be introduced. A lot of work would be required
to setup the system this season, but
wouldn't it be well worth any effort to
stage such an event before some 50,000
visitors in Tiger Town at the South
Carolina-Clemson game?
The years, functions and ideas of the
past have been the basis for today's
claim of the incomparable Clemson
spirit. Then, what we introduce today—
our ideas, our projects and our undertakings must be rendered if we are to
continue to link this chain with Clemson's future.
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By HERBERT ROWLAND
Tiger Associate Editor
What will it be like in our nation if Senator Kennedy is elected President? The same question may be
asked, but less frequently since Mr. Kennedy is fond
of telling us how it will be under the Republicans, if Vice President Nixon
should be elected. Both are pertinent
queries, and should be answered as best
as is now possible.
First, since the answer is obviously
less complicated, let us see how things
should be under the Republicans. As
has been stated many times in the past few months,
conditions will economically be much the same as they
are now, with all calculated predictions, according to
U. S. News and World Report, pointing to a general
economic upsurge after the election. Taxes should
remain at about the same level as they are now with
a slight increase, since the Republican platform does
not call for any drastic increases in spending. Of
course the slight increase in taxes mentioned is bound
to come due to a larger defense budget.
All in all, we can confidently expect our nation
to continue progressing about as it is now in regard to
employment, taxes and benefit programs, with a definite rise in our already record-high national prestige.
The firm stand being taken on Quemoy and Matsu and
the realistic, sane program being undertaken in regard
to Cuba are bound to succeed in contributing to the
general pattern of growth and prosperity.

WELL
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TRANSPARENT!

One Man's Opinion

Doctrine Of 'Managed America'
Breeds Socialistic Government
Various comments have been
written recently about the
trend toward socialism by the
Democratic candidates
and
platform. An editorial this
past week in the Tiger stated
through
a
standard
Increase in productive capacity that the
government can
fulfill the needs
of the people.
To understand the pre•
diction that there will 'be an
increase in our nations trend
toward socialism under the
Democrats, here is a quote in
question and answer form,
from a non-partisan magazine.
"Democratic party intellectuals such as Schlesinger, Lippmann and Galbraith say that
too much of the national income is now going to 'the
Masses'. They want more of
the national income siphoned
through higher taxes to the
Federal government — which
they say will spend it 'more
wisely'. Will such things govern Kennedy in the White
House?"
"Answer: The Eggheads who
subscribe to these doctrines
idolize Stevenson; they admire
Humphrey. They wish that
Kennedy had their vision of a
'managed America.' However,
though Kennedy does not use
their lyrical language in talking about the Utopia that will

BY FRED BISHOP
Tiger Feature Editor
arrive if they can run the
country, they are not worried.
They know that a 'managed
America' is inevitable if all the
measures Kennedy has promised to support become law."
"These programs would give
the Federal government the
full responsibility for taking
care of everybody from cradle
to grave and they would have
the Federal government pay
more and more of the costs of
local improvements —reducing
communities and states to
mere agencies of the central
government. The overwhelming cost of all these programs
would require the Federal government to reduce the ability
of masses to buy what the eggheads
contemptuously
call
"frills and gadgets."
Quoting a similar viewpoint,
the editor of the Wall Street
Journal states;
"In other
words, when an economy is so
big and so efficient that it is
serving the people better than
ever, there is no reason why it
has to grow every second every
year."
"We ought to realize by now
hat real growth is not somethat real growth is not something superimposed on the
people; this economy has had
more than its due of being
worked over by the same tribe
of witch-doctors now trying so
hard to get back into practice.
On the contrary, real growth
must derive from the needs of
the people.
The Republican Party, nor

do its candidates believe in the
policy of "grow, damn you,
grow," but they believe this
should be settled by the free
enterprise system and government should not interfere unless it is necessary for the wellbeing of such an economic
system.
It has been said that Senator
Kennedy also urges a massive
program of federal aid to education to build more schools,
to pay higher teacher's salaries, and to stimulate research.
Education has always been
in the hands of local government's, because this lessens
the chance of a national government
teaching distorted
views to the youth of America.
To say there is not a problem
in the lack of facilities and
low teachers salaries in education would be fallacious, but
you do not correct this situation by giving power to the
Federal government.
While speaking on government, Richard Nixon has summed up the entire Republican
thought in this quote, "A
government has a role, and a
very important one, but the
role of government is not to
take responsibility from people, but to put responsibility
on them. It is not to dictate to
people, but encourage and
stimulate the creative productivity of 180,000,000 free Americans. That is the way to progress in America.

Talk Of The Town

Statement Of Candidate Mislead
Natian On Position Of Prestige
The presidential election is
drawing near like the dark day
of judgment and foreign policy
has assumed primary importance in these final days of
campaigning. Mr. Nixon has
irrevocably and indisputably
displayed definite signs of
harmful weaknesses in his conception of foreign policy.
A few weeks ago the Vice
President boldly asserted that,
"At the present time Communist prestige in the world is at
an all time low and American
prestige in the world is at an
all time high."
How a man of Mr. Nixon's
supposed character and magnanimity could make such a
baseless statement
to the
American public is unbelievable. Let's look at the world
as it was at the time Nixon
made such a confidence-inspiring statement.
At the U. N., the new African members backed the rest
of the Afro-Asians against the
U. S. and the west on a resolution urging renewed contact
between our President and Mr.
Khrushchev. In that week, the
British Labour Party Conference voted for a policy of military disengagement from the
U. S.
Mr. Khrushchev delivered a
new ultimatum on Berlin and
a new attack on the U. N. Secretariat.
Nixon's statement

BY ZALIN B. GRANT
was made with the frantic
shouts of "Cuba, Si, America,
No," ringing just a few miles
off the TJ. S. coast.
Mr. Nixon has stirred up a
tidal wave of controversy with
his "Nixon Doctrine" which
now replaces the obviously
dead Monroe Doctrine. During
a T. V. debate, the Democratic
candidate Mr. Kennedy stated
on the Quemoy and Matsu issue, "if you're going to get into a war for the defense of
Formosa it ought to be on a
clearly defined line."
Mr. Nixon, then, in his characteristic way tried to distort
the picture and compare these
tiny indefensible islands,
which are not included in our
or anybody else's treaty with
Nationalist China, to Korea.
He went on to say that defense
of these islands, located four
miles off the coast of Red
China, is necessary because of
"the principle involved."
"Principle" is a fighting
word, and the American people had better be certain of
just what this principle would
mean. It clearly means the
U. S. involvement in war with
Communist China at any time
the Reds launch an all-out attack on these off-shore islands,
with, in most certainty, no
help from our Asian allies and
very little support from any

others.
The Nixon Doctrine is a
quixotic and naive form of unresponsible foreign policy. And
that leads one to wonder. . .
who would be Nixon's counterparts to foreign policy advisors
such as Adlai Stevenson, Chester Bowles, Lilienthal, Gardner, Goss, . . .etc.
Mr. Nixon on his campaign
throughout America has played
the tune of humbleness whereever he goes. This is a far cry
from the arrogant and coldly
calculating Nixon of yesterday.
In New York he told his audience that he is not going to
say—as Senator Kennedy has—
that "this is a time for greatness." He would be embarrassed, he modestly confessed, to
contend that only he has the
greatness for the Presidency.
Apparently, he is trying to establish, above all, the fact he is
just, like John Doe, "an ordinary man."
But, getting back to foreign
policy; there is a definite and
distinguishable difference in
the foreign policy of the two
opposing parties, as a matter
of fact, they are just about
diametrically opposed, and, it
is up to the American people
to decide whether America will
fall into the Republican rocking chair of complacency, or
whether America will forge
ahead into New Frontiers.

Turning now with great pleasure to the Democrats who, it seems are not too anxious to have their
platform known to the general public, we find quite
a different story. Mr. Kennedy has promised changes,
and plenty are foreseen; most not being too favorable
to anybody except organized labor and deadbeats.
Do you want a look into the future; a look at
what the United States may well be like in three years
if Mr. Kennedy is elected? Take a look at the state
of Michigan then, where G. Mennen "Soapy" Williams
and his union cohorts have been operating on a facsimile of the National Democratic Platform for the
past ten years.
According to a well-known columnist, Holmes
Alexander, "Michigan is now a rambling wreck. . . .
It is spavined with debt and foundered with overstuffings of "welfare" and bureaucracy. The Democratic party is indistinguishable from the laborite
movement which is dominated by WALTER REUTHER and GUS SCHOLLE. . . .There are so many
people on the state payroll that Michiganders pay
$1,000 per capita to support them as against $400 in
neighboring Ohio."
Was that enough to open your eyes and make you
take notice of what is going on under a welfare system that is hardly different at all from the one proposed by Mr. Kennedy? Another item that was
pointed out was that aid to education has been administered in a manner that provides so much dormitory space in state institutions that entrance requirement have been cut in order to fill up empty space.
Is this how we want to "catch up with the Russians"
in turning out more engineers and scientists? What
do we want, quantity or quality?
We hear a lot these days about the F.E.P.C. (Fair
Employment Practices Commission). Michigan has
such a law, administered by such a commission and
enacted by the Williams crowd, but what have been
its results? Under this nice little piece of legislation,
UNemployment is UP 16%, but take heart, compensation measures have assured the unemployed 60 %
higher checks from the state (and taxpayer). One
thing that can be said in favor of this administration
is that per capita income has risen by 54% since it
took office.. One other item though that isn't being
mentioned in that state taxes have zoomed 166% over
those of the previous administration.
In regard to taxes once again, do not pity the
private citizen alone. Big business in the state is
practically being taxed out of existence. Most of the
large corporations that have been so closely linked
with Michigan are not building new plants in that
state, but are slowly pulling out; taking their jobs with
them. They are forced to pay high taxes whether
or not they make a profit, thus causing a national
rating agency to advise manufacturers to steer clear
of Michigan.
Can this happen to the United States as a whole?
This writer thinks it can, since history proves that 60%
of a party's platform is enacted into law. Thus, if
the Democrats are elected, we can expect to see most
of the above proposals on the statute books very soon.
Even the most avid opponent of Senator Kennedy
cannot foresee the situation regarding industry get
so bad that large corporations are forced to leave the
nation to get favorable tax treatment, but it isn't too
hard to visualize many jobs being cut off due to demands by labor, supported by the national government, increasing operating costs beyond the means of
management. This nation should wake up and not
even take the chance that electing a Democrat will
bring! An entire nation can't afford to get in the
shape Michigan is in; an entire nation such as ours
can't afford to take time out four years hence to rebuild.
Just remember the following statement from the
editorial page of the Greenville News as we enter the
last crucial weeks of the campaign, "The taxpayers
never get anything for nothing, but Senator Kennedy
and Johnson go right on making them believe they
can." Will you be one who falls for this line?
Incidentally, and as a closing thought, Governor
Williams is not seeking re-election this year, do you
wonder why? It is not because he is afraid of losing;
organized labor would see to it that he won if he so
desired. No, Mr. Williams, alias "Soapy", is John Kennedy's personal choice for Secretary of Health, Education and Welfare if the Democrats win the election!
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Fraternity Rush

By Warnie

PROFESSOR NUMBSKULL

Troops 'Hit The Road' For Many Schools As
Clemson's Frats Begin To Make Names

CULTURES OOM'T ACT NORMALLY IFTHEY
FEEL SOMEONE
IS ABOUT TO STUDY
THEIR BEHAVIOR,!

By ED FOX
Tiger Feature Writer
1 Dance Proposal I\
Some of the troops going to the
game at Duke this past weekend
were Edward Britt, Dutch Shampie, Johnny Maloney, Tim DonnaBy BOB FERRELL
hue, and Ira MacManus.
Tiger Feature Writer
Terry Hunt, Bill Blackwood,
Wayne Pearson, Thomas Webb,
Question of the week: "Do you think Clemson
and Steve Olson went home.
should have open dances as discussed on the editorial
Charlie Christmas and Bobby page of last weeks Tiger?" Open dances are defined as
Dyo were seen roaming around
Campus with hopeful expressions dances presented by organizations other than the CDA.
"Yes, I think it would tend to create a number of
upon their faces.
Bobby Kemp, Mack Spurrier, smaller dances in addition to larger CDA dances.
and George Rawlings went on an Smaller dances among friends, classmates and other
expedition to the University of
close acquaintances would create a more sociable at
Georgia and participated in the
goings on at that party school. mosphere and be more enjoyable for everyone.
James H. Willcox, '62
Kingston Trio played at Raleigh
Monday night by this fabulous concert series has a group been down on what went on. Following last number would be an audiBy ZIP GRANT
With Joe Muffet and Pim Booth
"Yes, I think that open dances would be an exgroup was the most successful so well received by the student a brief but interesting introduc- ence-participation version of "BatTiger Feature Writer
leading in the applause.
Fred Waring and the Pennsyl- such function ever held at Clem- body, and we would venture to tion, the group launched into a tle Hymn of the Republic," a
cellent idea, because they would give everyone a
Clemson College was well repvanians opened their "Stereo Fes- son.
say that should Mr. Waring have set of songs from every imagichance to hear more varied selections of musical
tival" with the famous Waring A combination of wit and hu- been booked for an appearance nable source. Such numbers as piece that had been long anticiresented this weekend at the Claygroups. It seem illogical to have such open dances
theme "Sleep," and from that mo- mor with superb music created a on the night following, the house "Mack The Knife" and a novel pated by all attending. The final
ton Club in Greenville, with memment on, an enchanted audience show that bordered on being the would have been packed to the arrangement of "Lover" were effect, with 4,000 voices raised in
sanctioned since this group has a monopoly on the
bers of Delta Kappa Alpha and
did anything but that. It is safe best of both forms of entertain- rafters with even all standing standouts in the presentation.
Kappa Sigma Nu taking top honsong, was a fitting climax to &
major dances at Clemson. Perhaps this competito say that the concert presented ment. Never in the history of the room sold out.
ors in social participation.
fabulous program, and a fitting
Following
this
came
a
segment
tion would improve the overall standards of dances
• ••••**•* • *•*••*•*•
The Waring group left an im- called "Musical Americana." This tribute to one of the greatest
Nu Sig found Bob Burns and a
from a strictly musical standpoint.
pression that will long be remem- consisted of folk songs and other entertainers ever to grace our
friend, John Snavely, receiving a
Bob Yates, '62
bered and talked about on cam- music which America can call campus.
twenty-five dollar speeding ticket
pus, especially in the form of its own. A solo by Waring's star
coming back from the Duke-Clem"No, this would tend to remove the prestige of our
Betty Ann McCoy and Miss Ten- of 23 years brought a hush over
son game. Other members of Nu
big dance weekends, and would make it very difficult
nessee of 1959! It could be said the audience that could be called Stephens Co. Issues
Sig who were present at the game
that the troops got more out of miraculous. A general program of Textile Scholarships
were Ronnie Crow, Bob Aiken, for the CDA to get big name entertainment for the
this concert than just music.
and Billy Fort.
music rounded out the first half
dances without the backing of the student body.
The rather staid image that of the program, with a vocal "Nut- Scholarships, sponsored annualOne of the members of Tri Chi,
George Haigler, '62
Fred Waring presents on televi- cracker's Suite" being a stand- ly by the J. P. Stevens. Co., Inc.,
Anita Thurston, had a blind date
have been awarded to two stu"Yes, because I think that Clemson needs more
sion was shattered Monday night out.
dents in the Sohool of Textile*
to the Citadel-Furman game who
by
the
ribald
but
nice
image
that
turned out to be a wrestler on social activities. These open dances should not conhe brought to the ramshackled "Down Argentina Way" opened and one in the department of inthe college team. Tough break. flict with any other major dances sanctioned by the
stage of our glorious field house. the second half with Latin Ameri- dustrial engineering.
Robin Maddox, celestial President CDA. The CDA sponsored dances are too few and far|
His quips and quotes were re- can stylings. Bright costumes and The scholarship recipients are
of Tri Chi, has been taking too between.
ceived more than warmly by the lively renditions kept this, group James L. Adams, industrial engimany coffee breaks at the Tiger
audience and especially the of numbers high on the interest neering major from Spartanburg;
John Duncan, '61
ratings. A group of patriotic songs Samuel Jones, Jr., textile science
Tavern lately.
Troops element.
"Yes, because it takes away some of the CDA's
Sigma Kappa Epsilon saw some
When the Pennsylvanians did was next in line, followed by an major from Sumter; and David
power and gies other organizations a chance to
of its members; Doug Reeves
get down to singing, the result was unseasonable but pleasant group Merritt, textile chemistry major
beyond impressive. From a group of Christmas carols and songs. from Piedmont.
and Larry Wright, taking part in
have dances too. I don't think that they should be
consisting of only nineteen mem- This was the most refreshing The Stevens scholarships are in
the dance at Columbia College.
sanctioned by the CDA but by the school.
bers plus orchestra, issued sounds change of pace in the entire pro- the amount of $2000 to be paid
Ken Stephenson, Charlie Jeter,
Russell Lawrimore, '62
to thrill the soul and stir the gram.
and Freddie Johnson saw the Furin equal installments during four
innermost reaches of the coldest Encores followed encores until years of satisfactory undergradu"No, because it is something extra special associmpn-Citadel game and participatheart.
ed at the dance.
Mr. Waring announced that the ate study.
ated with a big dance that Would not be with open
Professional lighting did much
Omicron has four members who dances. There would be more dances and the attento further enhance the music of
are finalists in Miss Tigerama.
Barbara Foote took her car to dance would be smaller, giving students dates a big The young lady pictured above 'wows' the audience at the the Pennsylvanians. Mystic and
impression of Clemson dances, therefore the prestige of performance of Fred Waring's "Stereo Festival" Monday exciting effects highlighted many
Duke.
Herbert Rowland, Fred Bishop, the major dances would be lowered. The CDA dances night. A versatile score, plus interesting dialogue and beau- songs that would have only been
MaxQhulman
tiful female performers, all added up to a night of music good without them, with excellent
and Bob Ferrell, took a trip to are the best, why change?
and fun long to be remembered by all those who were for- songs and novelty numbers bethe mountains, and they made it
(Author of "I Was a Teen-age Dwarf", "The Many
tunate enough to attend. To those who didn't make it, just coming spectacular.
Jerry Harmon, '62
back too. Charles Garrison, Joe
Loves of Dobie Gillie", etc.)
look
at
what
you
missed!
Marring
the
entire
concert
was
Wayne Pearson, '62
Petty, and John Duncan visited
the terrible fact that many proWinthrop for a dance and partici"Yes, I think Clemson should have dances sponfessors were giving major quizpated in the noble tradition of
sored by organizations other than the CDA because
zes on the day following. Is not
their fraternity.
A FRAT TO REMEMBER
the attendance of cultural activithe
CDA
sponsors
dances
only
on
special
occasions,
Delta Kappa Alpha was repreties of this type an important
Every year, as we all know, the Benevolent and Protective
and Clemson needs more social activities other than
sented at the Duke game with
part of one's total college educa
Order of Collegiate Fraternities awards a highly coveted prize
some of the participants being
just big dances.
tipn?
Many
schools
recommend
be able to see the life of a Jew
By S. GRAY GARWOOD
Pebble Bowie, Charlie Hagood,
to the fraternity house which, in its judgment, has done the
that
quizzes
not
be
scheduled
for
Jim Kelly, '62
Tiger Feature Writer
in any part of Europe during and days following an affair of this
and Tomy "Shoats" Weeks. Tamost to promote and enhance the fraternity way of life. The
"Yes, I believe that capable organizations should Leon Uris, author of the famed before World War n. Later he
tunr Gressette went to Converse,
kind. Concerts are announced for
prize this year—eight hundred pounds of white putty—goes to
as usual and. Lewis Kay, Pres. of be able to sponsor open dances. They should take into BATTLE CRY, strikes an excit- concentrates these characters in nearly a year in advance; could
the Signa Phi Nothing chapter of the South Dakota College
DKA, had car trouble at Rock consideration the purpose of CDA and they should be ing and vibrant new chord in his the new land of Palestine as they not some allowances be made?
of Dentistry and Renaissance Art.
unusual
scale
of
talent
with
the
Hill.
work with guts and blood to build Many students missed the consanctioned by a governing body other than CDA.
presentation of his new book, a lush green oasis from the gut- cert on this account; many missBill Schachte, Pres. of SAZ, was
The award this year is exceptionally richly deserved, for the
Edward H. Fox, '61
EXODUS.
elected as Chairman of Student
Signa Phi Nothing house is the very model of all a fraternity
ted and blistering sands of their ed it of their own choosing. To
"No, I believe that the dances should be sponThe plot envolves the defiance homeland.
those who failed to attend the
Assembly. Bill Watson and Bob
should be. It is, first of all, a most attractive house physically.
of the entire British Commonbest concert in our history for
Kapp went to Columbia College
sored by the CDA since they present the student
The outside walls are tastefully covered with sequins. Running
In
this
book,
Uris
has
reversed
wealth by a small band of Jewthe latter reason, we can only
and John Efird stayed at College
body the prominent names in the musical field.
along the upper story is a widow's walk, with a widow stationed
the
established
order.
He
ignores
ish
freedom
fighters.
Three
hunsay
to
you,
"Better
luck
next
to study and play his uke.
Open dances should not give the student the qualevery three feet. Moored to the chimney pot is the Graf Zeppelin.
dred Jewish children are aboard the typical Jewish cliches and in- time; if there is a next time!"
Most of the members of Phi
the illegal immigration ship, The stead reveals a story filled with For the benefit of those who did
ity of entertainment that the CDA provides.
Kappa Delta stayed at college and
Indoors, the house gives an impression of simple, casual charm.
Exodus. Will the British allow courage, honor, strength, and de- miss the concert for one reason
practiced football with the rest
Dances should be presented for the benefit of the
The chapter room is furnished in homey maple and chintz,
votion. He illuminates the Jew- or another, here is a brief runthese
children
to
sail
for
Palesvisiting various colleges.
student and not for the various sponsoring organiwith a dash of verve provided by a carp pool three hundred feet
tine or will they let them starve ish People in their proper setting
Ken Blakeney, Bredenberg, and
—the good and the bad, the weak
in diameter. A waterspout rises from the center of the pool with
zations.
CDA
dances
would
be
much
better
than
to
death
on
the
ship?
Bob Wall, members of Kappa
and the strong—and all these
the housemother bouncing on the top.
MIXERS.
Along with this simple plot,
Delta Chi went to the Duke game.
characteristics are blended toUris is able to interweave the gether to form a book filled with
Tim Sullivan went to Converse.
Bill Blackwood, '62
Members' rooms are gracious and airy and are provided with
love
story
of
an
American
nurse
Always Participate and remembeds which disappear into the wall—permanently. Each room
"Yes, because it would be possible to have more and an Israili freedom fighter in- intrigue, suspense, love, comedy,
ber: "To hell with Democrats and
also has a desk, a comfortable chair, a good reading lamp, and
dances and give students a change to attend a dance to the glorious, heartbreaking and and stirring action.
Republicans, Vote American".
a catapult for skeetshooting. Kidney-shaped desks are availother than a CDA sponsored dance which occurs only a triumphant epic of the birth of a In short, there is something for
able for kidney-shaped members.
few times a year. This competition may also lower new nation from the remains of every reader in this superb book
Hitler's attempted genocide of the of people in pursuit of a dream
Perhaps the most fetching feature of the house are the packs
prices and permit students to attend more dances. Of entire Jewish People.
two thousand years old. This
of Marlboros stacked in heaps wherever one goes. If one wishes
course, the quality of entertainment may be lowered, With the entire European con- story is an eye-opener into the
to settle back and enjoy a full-flavored smoke, one needs only
tinent for a background, Uris historical significance of the Jews
but HELL, some people just like to dance.
works his characters from each —a story well worth reading—a
to reach out one's hand in any direction and pick a pack of
Joe Petty, '62
section so that the reader will story well worth remembering.
Marlboros—soft pack or flip-top box—and make one's self comGreenville Community Concert
"Yes, I believe that the CDA should not have comAssociation will present Mantofortable with a filtered cigarette with an unfiltered taste—that
vani November 15 in the Green- plete control of all Clemson dances. If the CDA must
triumph of the tobacconist's art, that paragon of smokes, that
ville Memorial Auditorium at sanction other club dances then the clubs are serving
acme of cigarettes, that employer of mine—Marlboro!
eight o'clock.
as agents of the CDA, doing away with the idea of open
Mantovani played for a concert at Clemson and was well re- dances.
Bill Conway, '65
ceived. Many students consider
his performance the best ever
any grounds
given up to the present concert
Continental
season.
eeicketeer
Mrs. Lawson Scott, president of Hats In Cotton
vetted suits * sdd jackets
the Greenville Community Concert Association, offered & special and Wool —
COLLEGE AVENUE
invitation to all the members of
Undo* fof
Water
Phone OL 4-2011
the Clemson community.
JMHfcs * rain weer
All persons Interested in obtainRepellant
ing tickets to the concert should
Fri. & Sat.
JUST RIGHT
contact Herbert Rowland in A-817
weejuns
or telephone OLympia 4-9163.Oct.
28-29
FOR THE GAMES
Persons desiring such tickets
should contact Mr. Rowland as
tiolbrook fr Mr*
soon as possible so that he may
THE COLLEGE SHOP
sport & dress shirts
The decor, the grace, the Marlboros, all combine to make
know how may tickets to request.
Signa Phi Nothing a real gas of a fraternity. But a fraternity
is more than things; it is also people. And it is in the peopia
gold cup fr viytllo
VICKERY
department that Signa Phi Nothing really shines.
socks
(Continued From Page 1)
Sun. & Mon.
program offers tests which aid
Signa Phi Nothing has among its members the biggest
Oct. 30 & 31
canterbury
colleges in the evaluation of stuBMOCs on the entire campus of the South Dakota College of
belts
dent progress toward the attainDentistry and Renaissance Art. There is, for instance, William
GREENVILLE, S. C.
ment of these goals.
Makepeace Sigafoos, charcoal and bun chairman of the annual
berl.
Stamp Club outing. Then there is Dun Rosin, winner of last
slacks
year's All-South Dakota State Monopoly Championship, 1SS
Gable And Loren
Pound Clots. Then there is ffiocib Schwartz, who can sleep standANDERSON, SOUTH CAROLINA
•nglish leather tr tt. John's
ing up. Then there is Tremblant Placebo, who can crack pecans
toiletries
Hardware - Sporting' Goods
m his armpits. Then there is Ralph Tungsten, who went bald
Tues. & Wed.
at eight.
"Serving This Section Since 1885"
Nov. 1 - 2
towne & king and bernhard altmann
But why go on? You can see what a splendid bunch of chaps
cardigans & sweaters
there is in Signa Phi Nothing, and when one sees them at tha
house in the cool of the evening, all busy with their tasks—
some picking locks, some playing Jacks-or-Better, some clipping
campus shop 2nd ««»•
-ANDPlayboy—one's heart fills up and one's eyes grow misty, and
James Stewart
one cannot but give three cheers and a tiger for Signa Phi
Nothing, fraternity of the year!

Students Speak

Waring, Pennsylvanians Score Campus Hit

'Stereo Festival'

On Campus

Author Of 'Battle Cry' Strikes Exciting
New Chord With 'Exodus' Presentation

Mantovani Plays
Nov. 15 Concert
In Greenville

Clemson Theatre

^ 4SEJ»M

$1.98 to $3.98

SULLIVAN HARDWARE CO.

For Oconee's Finest Food

"Desire In
The Dust"

"It Started
In Naples"

"The Mountain
Road"

Fastest & Courteous Service

TIME DRIVE-IN
Entering Seneca On Your Right

SENECA, SOUTH CAROLINA
Phone: TU 2-3002

Fri. & Sat.
Nov. 4 & 5

"Hell Bent For
Leather"

waiters & htlimon
clothes men like
anderson, t. c.

The .Ufe:

refreshment
Under Appointment
From Pepsi-Cola, New York

Terry Bottling Co.
Anderson - Greenwood

O 19M M«i 9k«lra«»

And while you're cheering, how about a huzzah for the new'
est member of the Marlboro family of fine cigarettes—until'
tered, mild, delightful Philip Morris king-size Commander I
Have a Commander—welcome aboard!
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Tigers Hope To Sink Commodores
***•**•**

*******************

Vandy May Prove Stronger
Than Indicated By Record

Where's My Line?

m£#
By JIM STEPP
Tiger Sports Editor

Win Or Lose
DUKE 21-CLEMSON 6 — It was hard to believe
that this was the final score. The Tigers clawed and
growled, but victory was not their destiny. Duke's
Blue Devils scored two of their three touchdowns on
some questionable playing, but we can't take anything
from Duke. They played a great game, but many of the
breaks went in their favor. We must remember that
many times the breaks have been in our favor—That's
football—win, lose or draw.

Defeat Hard To Take
What happened to the team? Was the spirit
low? Were some of the players loafing? Were the
plays called wrong? These were only a few of the
questions that were circulating on campus after
the game. Everyone had his own opinion as to
why we lost the game. Clemson's campus could
have almost been mistaken for the University of
South Carolina. We here at Clemson have tasted
defeat before. It has a bitter taste, but it must be
taken in stride. Let us not lower ourselves to the
position that Carolina did when they were on their
losing streak. The Bengals are our team, win or
lose, and we must give them the support that they
need. The Tigs have lost two games, but they have
been hard fought contests, and we have not been
"run into the ground" by any of our opponents. If
we the students really get behind the team and let
them know it, then Clemson has a great chance for
a 8-2 record, one of which any college team can be
proud.
In reference to the desired 8-2 record, Coach Frank
Howard told the Tiger team that it would be up to
them; that he thought they had the punch to do it. The
Clemson coach apparently felt that team spirit would
make the difference. Coach Howard also told his team
that as far as he was concerned the Vanderiblt game
would mark the start of a new season. He suggested
that the fellows forget this season's past games and
start anew. As to the Duke game, the players were
told that they played a good game, but were hurt by
errors. The coaching staff seemed to agree that the
team had been too tensed up and that this tension was
partly responsible for the errors. Practice this week
was noticably lighter than in past week, and team
morale seemed to run higher than any previous time
this season.

Four Point Plan
The following letter was received by the Tiger last
week.
Dear Editor:
I was very much amused and pleased at the
three-point plan for improving the brand of football as played at the University of S. C. at Columbia, S. C.
Besides the three that you mentioned, I would
like to add another and make it a four-point plan.
I would suggest that Mr. Giese, the coach of
the University of S. C, be requested to enroll in
the Frank Howard coaching clinic each year.
Best Wishes for you in this year and success
to your paper.
Your very truly,
E. D. Guyton, M. D.
Florence, S. C.

Eye Test Needed
Several comments came up about the officiating at
the Duke-Clemson game. It is our suggestion that the
ACC require a more rigorous eye test for their officials.
From the way many of the calls were made in the
game, it is obvious that somebody needs glasses. Let
us hope for improvement in this respect.

Follow The Tigers
Oct. 29—Vanderbilt at Nashville
2:00
Nov. 5—U.N.C. at Clemson (Homecoming) _ 2.00
Nov. 12—U.S.C. at Clemson (Dad's Day)
2:00
Nov. 19—Boston College at Boston
2:00
Nov. 26—Furman at Clemson (Youth Day) _ 2:00

p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.

Clemson Quarterback Lowndes Shingler begins to worry as a host of Duke tacklers move in.
Duke took a solid lead in the ACC by downing the Tigers 21-6. (Tiger Sports Photo by Alex
McCormack.)

Little "Big Thursday'

Baby Bengals Preserve
Tradition, Top Biddies
Clemson's Baby Bengals upheld
the school's tradition by taking
a
little
"Big
Thursday"
win over the South Carolina Biddies 21-0. As has been the "Big
Thursday" custom for the past
few years, the Cubs showed themselves the superior team, by converting a South Carolina fumble
into one quick touchdown, and
grinding out the other two.
Frustrated Biddies
For the Biddies it was a frustrating afternoon, as several times
they moved into scoring position
only to see the Cub defense hold
and take over. It marked the third
straight year in which the Biddies have been unable to muster
a score.
Clemson kicked off to begin
the game and on the first play
Carolina fumbled and guard
Jack Aaron recovered for the
Cubs. Clemson moved the ball
down to the goal line only to
lose the ball on downs. Lyde
Hugging of Carolina then kicked out to the 37.
From here, Jerry Taylor ran
the ball four consecutive times,
the last carrying into the end zone
from three yards out. His longest run was a-20 yard sprint to
the 3 on the previous play. Jimmy Howard kicked the extra point
and the Cubs led 7-0.
Carolina took the kickoff and
marched to the Cub 15, where a
fourth down pass fell incomplete.
After each team punted, the Biddies took the ball and began moving goalward behind the passing
oi Huggins and Richard Mathews.
This drive stalled on the Clemson 17 after a 15 yard penalty.
Biddies Make Try
Carolina made one last try at
a touchdown as time was running
out in the half. Halfback Sammy
Anderson made two remarkable
pass receptions to move the ball
to the Clemson 4 yard line. Two
plays later with the Biddies on the
5, the half ended.
Neither team was able to muster a serious scoring threat until
the end of the third period. Reserve quarterback Tommy Black

punted dead on the Biddie 11
yard line, and on the next play
Carolina fumbled and end Bob
Poole was on it at the 10.
After Howard and Taylor moved the ball to the 4, Jim Skiffey outran the USC defender
into the corner of the end zone
for Clemson's second touchdown. Howard missed the extra point and Clemson led 13-0.
After receiving the kickoff, Carolina punted to the Clemson 20.
Skiffey, Howard, and Taylor
moved the ball up the field as
the Cub offense was beginning to
sparkle. At the Carolina 25, Howard drove through the Biddie line
for seven yards.
Howard Scores
On the next play Howard carried the ball through a gaping
hole in the Biddie line, and zigzagged 17 yards through the Carolina secondary to score the Cubs
third touchdown. Quarterback Jim
Parker rolled out and went into
the end zone for 2 points with 6
minutes left in the game.
Clemson stopped all further
Carolina drives and carried away
a 21-0 victory over the winless
Biddies. The victory ended the
Cubs season with an impressive
4 wins against 1 defeat.
Jerry Taylor was the offensive spark for the Cubs, as bis
weaving runs scored one touchdown and ate up yardage all
afternoon. Skiffey, Howard,
and Parker also loked good, although Skiffey was out part of
the game when he was knocked out.
The Cub defense was led by
tackle Vic Aliffi, linebackers Ted
Bunton and Walter Cox, and ends
Lou Fogle and Bob Poole. The
defense's alert playing was a big

difference in the game as they
recovered 2 fumbles and intercepted 2 passes.
It looks as though Coach Covington "Goat" McMillan has developed another fine crop of freshmen who will be ready to help
the varsity next year. All the
men on the first team and some
of the reserves seem ready to
play ball for the varsity.

Bill McGuirt
Is State, ACC
TD Point Leader
The touchdown scored by Bill
McGuirt in the Duke game gave
him a total of 36 points and the
lead in scoring in the State. The
204 pound sophomore fullback
from Lancaster, S. C. has scored
six touchdowns in the last five
games.
Newberry's Jimmy Lowder is
second with 26 points in six games,
followed by halfbacks Tony Carmignani of Furman and Early
Eastman of The Citadel with 24
points each.
McGuirt also leads the ACC
in scoring with his 36 points.
Roman Gabriel, North Carolina
State quarterback is second
with 24 points on four touchdowns.
Seven players are tied for third
with 18 points each. They are
quarterback Lowndes Shingler of
Clemson, halfback Mark Leggett
and fullback Dave Burch, both
of Duke, quarterback Dale Betty of Maryland, halfback Al Taylor of N. C. State, fullback Tony
Ulehla of Virginia, and halfback
Bobby Robinson of Wake Forest.

center position sewed up. Binkley est position with Boby Nay and
By FRED CRAFT
has been terrific this year. He Jim Johnson equal in ability.
Tiger Sports Writer
established himself
as Bobby Crawford and Jim Burton,
Vanderbilt's Commodores, win- has
ner in only one of five games so Vandy's top defensive lineman. who plays defensive tackle, addfar this year, play host to the He had a four game total of 32 ing depth to this position.
Clemson Tigers tomorrow after main tackles and 24 assists.
All in all, the Commodore*
noon. Vanderbilt broke a score- Binkley leads the nation in one shape up to be a strong team
less string which had extended unusual department, blocked ex- with good depth and a team which
three straight games in earning tra points. Against Georgia, Cody
will put the Tigers to a big
its first triumph last Saturday, a blocked both placements attempt- test. Vanderbilt could get tough
23-6 victory over Marquette.
ed by the Bulldogs, and then the and be a hard team to beat in
The Commodores bad record pass attempt PAT. He also block- the last part of the season.
so far this season should not be ed the placement after Missistaken lightly since Vandy has lost sippi's 1st TD, and they tried no Clemson, smarting from two
defeats in a row to conference
to the best, teams in the South. more kicks.
foes Maryland and Duke, look to
They opened with Georgia and
Senior Quarterback
get back in the win column. Thewere beaten 18-7. Alabama bounced the Commodores next 21-0, fol- Senior Russ Nixon leads the Tigers lost the "must" game with
lowed by Mississippi's 26-0 Commodore offense at quarter- Duke, although the Bengals out
victory. A strong Florida team back. Nixon engineered Vandy's first-downed, passed, and rushed
clipped the men from Nashville win over Marquette and kicked a the Blue Devils.
field goal and two conversions.
14-0.
Costly mistakes accounted for
Nixon also has punted 15 times
First Victory
for a terrific 39.1 yard average. the 21-6 licking, though both
Last week it was a different He has able replacements in Dave the Tigers and Blue Dukes playstory. Vanderbilt found the Mar- Langley and Hank Leseane.
ed inspired ball. Duke seems to
quette Warriors to its liking and
The Commodores will miss be the King in the ACC this
belted the Warriors 23-6. The
eager Commodores would like the great Tom Moore at half- year with N. C. State and Clemnothing better than to hand the back, but Thom Garden, Ed son not far behind.
Creach, Charley Funk, Vandy's
Tigers their third straight loss.
In the series with Vanderbilt,
Art Guepe, Vanderbilt's fine leading
ground gainer, Jeff Clemson has won one game and
head coach for eight years, uses Starling, and Tippy Dye are lost two. Clemson's win came in
a flexible offense called the fighting it out for the halfback 1958, when Harvey White scored
"Variegated T". This formation positions.
with nine seconds left to give
is Guepe's own creation and It
Fullback is Vanderbilt's strong- the Tigers a 12-7 victory.
employs a variety of flankers
and men-in-motion from a basic ACC Outlook
Split T formation.
The "Variegated T" forces the
opposition to scramble around
and open up in an effort to control the shifty Commodores.
Coach Guepe has sixteen returning lettermen, and the 57- man
squad numbers only 7 seniors, Duke took a giant step toward South Carolina won their first
16 juniors, and 34 sophomores. the Atlantic Coast Conference game of the season by defeating
Captain Fred Riggs leads the championship by defeating the North Carolina, 22-6 at Columbia.
Commodores at end. Riggs, one Clemson Tigers, the defending Tin defeat left North Carolina
of the finest all around ends in champs, 21-6 Saturday. By beat- winless inside the conference and
the Southeast Conference, teams ing Clemson the Blue Devils had pushed them into the cellar with
wit'i junior Wade Butcher to give to stop four desperate Tiger drives Virginia.
Vandy a fine combination at end. inside their 20 in the fourth quar- The Cavaliers of Virginia
They are ably backed up by Bob- ter.
pushed their losing streak to 3
by Mullen and Gary Hudson.
Although outplayed during the games by falling before Virginia
first half the Tigers fought back Tech, 40-6.
Tackle Strong
The Commodores have four let- valiantly but a 70I yard run by
Since there are only two
termen at tackle including Joe Mack Leggett sent the Devils out league games this week, the top
front
to
stay.
Wildman, Jerry Murray, Mickey
Surprising
North Carolina standings are not likely to
Cobb, and Bill Thomas. These
State,
the
rags-to-riches
team of change. Inside the "family",
boys form the strongest tackle
the
conference,
won
their
fifth- South Carolina is at Maryland
corps in Vanderbilt's history.
game of the season by defeat- and Virginia is host to Wake
John Cropp and Bill Corbln, ing previously unbeaten Mis- Forest.
two lettermen, head the Com- sissippi Southern, 20-13.
Frontrunner Duke plays
at
modores at guard. Cropp was
Maryland had to come from be- home against Georgia Tech while
injured in the Florida game and hind twice to edge Wake Forest, Clemson travels to Nashyille to
Jule Crocker has taken his 11-13. In the last quarter a Dea- battle Vanderbilt. North Carolina
con threat was stopped at the State plays an intersectional game
place. Mike Reese, George Mc- Maryland eight by an intercep- with UCLA at Los Angeles and
Grigin, and Don Brothers give tion of a Snead pass in the end North Carolina plays rugged Tennessee,
the Commodores more depth at zone by end Gary Collins.
guard.
A11-S.E.C, all - Soph selection
in 1959, Cody Binkley, has the

Blue Devils Fighting Hard
Toward ACC Championship

Free Steaks
On* Each To The
Holders Of Theie
PARKING PERMIT NUMBERS

S-70

D-479

Watch For Weekly Ad
For Your Number

HOLLY HILL INN
Serving Wonderful Food
Table or Curb Service
GOOD UNTIL NOV. 4

TALLY FOR WE PICK 'EM

73-29
73-29
68-34
66-36
59-43
58-44
41-61

Stepp
Snavely _
Gumula Willimon
Craft
Risher _.
Pighead .

WOOL SUITS WITH VESTS
SPORT COATS

$35.00
$19.95

JUDGE KELLER
me case of the typing paper

EVERYTHING PHOTOGRAPHIC

FANT'S CAMERA SHOP, INC.
"BETWEEN THE BANKS"
20 Billfold Prints From Any Picture Or Negative For $1.20
105 E. Whitner St.

Phone CAnal 4-0707

that erased without a trace—or,

VISIT OUR SODA FOUNTAIN /EATON'S CORRASABLE BOND
Fresh Sandwiches, Milk Shakes
and Coffee

ANDERSON, SOUTH CAROLINA

Stuffed Tigers - Pennants
Decals

TIGER BOWL
• DAYTIME BOWLING
Until 6 P. M.

$.35

v

Prescriptions Our Specialty ...
Registered Pharmacist On
Duty At All Times

L C. MARTIN DRUG CO.
CLEMSON, SOUTH CAROLINA
Phone OL 4-2661 or OL 4-5172

Typewriter Paper
It's a cinch to "rub out'J
typing errors and leave no
"clues"; when you use
" Eaton's Corrasable Bond
Paper. Never smears, never
smudges—because
Corrasable's like-magic
Surface... erases without a
trace! (A flick of the wrist
and a pencil eraser puts
things right!) This fine
quality bond paper gives a
handsome appearance to all
your work. It's a perfect
crime not to use it!
Erasable Corrasable l« available In all the weights you
might require—from onionskin to heavy bond. In eonvenlent 100-sheet packets and 500-sheet ream boxes.
A Berkshire Typewriter Paper, backed by the famous
Eaton name.

Shades of Aladdin's lamp—the genie is back! And
Esterbrook is the sorcerer that turned the trick... with
the Esterbrook Classic fountain pen! It works magic
with ink! Makes it write smoother ,. . makes writing
with it easy to read!
But that's not all! The Esterbrook Classic Fountain
Pen offers you a choice of 32 points. Pick the point that
suits you best and—presto!—begin writing the way you've
always wanted to write!
Choose from as many colors as you'd find in an Arabian Street Scene ... six in all! Put magic in your handwriting ... with an Esterbrook Classic fountain pen!

i

-

EATON'S CORRASABLE BOND
Made only by Eaton
EATON PAPER CORPORATION {jjj) PITTSFIELD, MASSACHUSETTS

$&kdtooli9 mb
•TM. Tb* Esterbrook Pea Co.

The Esterbrook ctasst*
Fountain Pen

*2.95
Other Esterbrook
pens from #1.90

Jx-Tig McFadden
m Top Back Coach

We Pick Em
Clemson OTer Vanderbilt
Auburn orer Florida
Maryland orer U S. C.
Citadel orer Presbyterian
Duke orer Ga. Tech
Furman orer Mississippi College
Mississippi over L. S. U.
Tennessee OTer N. C.
Alabama over Mississippi State
U. C. L. A. orer N. C. State
Wake Forest over Virginia

j

Rice OTer Texas Tech.

were such accomplishments as
leading scorer in 1938 with 30
points; and in' 1939: leader in
total passing (31 good out of 70
attempts for 581 yards), longest
run from scrimmage (90- yards
vs. Presbyterian), longest punt
(72 yards vs. Tulane), best punting average for one game (45
yards for ten punts vs. Wake
Forest), best punting average
for season (43.5 yards for 65
punts); and best punting average for career (42.2 yards for
104 punts during the 1937-19381939 seasons).
In his playing days at Clemson,
the teams won 20 games, lost six,
and tied one on the football field.
Nationally and sectionally Coach
McFadden was honored with being
selected to the All State, All Southern Conference, and All South
teams in 1939. Also, in 1940 he
was voted the nation's most versatile athlete and was given the
Teague Award.
He is a member of the All-time
Cotton Bowl team, where he play^
ed against Boston College. McFad^
den participated in the Chicago
Ail-Star game in 1940, and then
played a year of pro ball with
Brooklyn.
However,
he returned
to
Clemson after that and has held
various coaching positions. Outside of coaching football, Banlis
has guided the basketball and
track teams. He now devotes
full time to the defensive backfield in varsity football.
The honor which, naturally,
must be the dearest to him is his
selection to Football's Hall of
Fame at Rutgers University dur
ing the past year.
Coach McFadden is married to
the former "Aggie" Rigby of Manning and they are the parents of
four daughters — Patsy, 14, Lil,
12, Marcia, 8, and Jan. 6.

Intramural Winners,
Runners-Up
Exhibiting a smooth stride and
I stamina to spare, Elmer Huggins
has retained his title of intraittural cross-country champion of
I Clemson, a title which he won at
[last year's meet. Last year Elmer finished ahead of nine other
[participants; this year he had to
| stride his way ahead of ten par|ticipants to win.
Elmer's time was 5 min. 46.9
I seconds and he was approximately 40 yards ahead of William
I Law. Both Were presented Clemson Intramural Medallions signiI fying their achievements.
In the swimming meet held
Tuesday Bight in the "Y" pool,
BU Brady, a freshman Arts
and Science major from Colombia, took first place in both the
100 yard freestyle and the 40
yard butterfly breaststroke, to
become the only double winner
in the meet,
Swim-offs were necessary in
TO of the events, Hector VeLarde
Peter Davenport in fee 40
yard freestyle and Brady winning
[over Alfredo Latour in the butterBoth Davenport and Latour,
however,
consoled themselves
victories in other events.
Davenport won the 200 yard
Ifreestyle and Latour won the 100
|ytrd backstroke.
Davenport is a freshman from
■ Stratford, Conn., majoring in ArIchitecture and Latour, from HaIvana, Cuba, is a senior in AniImal Husbandry. Both Davenport

f

Coach Banks McFadden

-During the past years Clemson College has really
proved itself on the. gridiron. Coach Frank Howard
has moved himself into the sixth position of the nation's
most winningest coaches. Over his illustrious career
he has totaled 118 victories, and Coach Howard will let
it be known that without top assistants, he could not
have achieved this high honor. He recalls that he was
an assistant coach once, and knows just how valuable
they are.
Clemson, needless to say, is
very fortunate in that we do
have first-class assistants. If one
would go out to the practice field
and watch our Tigers scrimmage, his eyes would be caught
by a figure in the defensive
backfield,
Whenever a boy missed his as'Kignment, this figure might very
frantically slam his cap to the
ground, jump up and down with
his head buried in his hands, and
then charge the mistaken player.
As he approaches, a sudden calmness comes upon him, and he proceeds to explain the miscue to the
boy;
Then with a friendly pat of encouragement, he returns to his po'sition and awaits the next play.
This figure would be one of Clemson's most talented assistants,
Coach Banks McFadden.
Coach McFadden began his
career at Great Falls High
School. Not an outstanding performer in high school, he enrolled at Clemson in the fall of
193C. During the years, 19371140, he became known as the
greatest athlete that the State of
South Carolina
has ever produced. No one, with all sincerity, can argue or deny this fact.
While a student at Clemson,
Banks was very active in three
sports: football, basketball, and
track. A master of all three, he
was named to the All State teams
at least once during his stay at
Tigertown.
In two of these, football and
'basketball, he was selected on the
All American teams in the same
•calendar year, 1939; and at the
state track meet in 1940, McFadden broke three track records,
two of which exist today.
In addition to these honors,
there are many more that he
received in his college days. Locally, around the campus, there
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and VeLarde, a sophomore from
Lima, Peru, majoring in Agronomy, made plans to join the
practice of the swimming team.
Sammy Marsh, a junior from
Camden majoring in Agriculture Economics won the 60 yard
backstroke with little difficulty. All told, only 13 different
boys participated, the same
total as last year.
A more popular intramural
sport seems to be tennis in which
ellimination
play began last
Thursday. Fifty-seven students
and faculty members are entered in the tournament, a gain of
twenty over last year.
Football continues to attract
the intramural-minded and the
caliber of play continues to improve. Two forfeits resulted on
Wednesday afternoon, presumably because of the misty rain.
D5 and F2 failed to show for
their engagements with B8 and
ED frosh. The latter two teams
claimed 1-0 forfeit victories,
their first wins of the year.
(Continued On Page 6)
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Senior Sam Anderson Greeted
By Third Varsity Grid Season
By DAVE GUMULA
appreciated by college scouts
Tiger Sports Writer
since, when graduating, he was
Tigermeat! the cheers ring loud offered football scholarships by
and clear and Sam Anderson, Ti- every team in the Atlantic
ger end, is one of the boys who Coast Conference.
carries out the cheer. For three
Why did he choose Clemson?
years he has helped the Clem- Sam knew almost nothing about
Coach McFadden is considered as the greatest athlete ever son effort toward football suprem- the Clemson student body. Coach
to come out of South Carolina. McFadden was named to the acy.
Wade, Clemson's representative,
Hall Of Fame in 1939 for both football and basketball.
End Anderson hails from the made an impression on Sam as
metropolis of Baltimore, Mary- being a pretty good man and, if
land. He attended Baltimore Poly- he was any indication of the caltechnic Institute, one of the big iber of Clemson men, then Sam
city high schools. At Poly he would choose Clemson; so
he
played both football and basket- did.
ball, lettering during his sopho- At Clemson, Sam showed his
more year in both sports. This is ability and had the distinction of
Duke University's Blue Devils ter. The quarterback - halfback difficult to do since Poly almost starting the freshman team. The
suppressed four Clemson drives combination monopolized most of equals Clemson in size. During Cub's season that year was not
for touchdowns in the fourth quar- the 67 yard drive.
his senior year he was honored the best since they "lost many
ter Saturday afternoon to send the
by being chosen as an All-State very close games."
Tigers reeling to their second conend.
During his sophomore year,
secutive Atlantic Coast ConferSam had the hard earned priHis prowess in athletics was
ence loss, 21-6.
**•****•••********
The win secured Duke's hold on
first place in the conference, and
considerably darkened
Tiger
hopes for a fourth straight con
ference championship. The loss
gave Clemson a 2-2 league mark
In the cross-country
meet
and Duke a 4-0.
Duke has only two remaining with Georgia Tech on Saturday,
conference games to play: Wake Oct. 11, Clemson's varsity was deForest and North Carolina, and feated but the frosh turned in a
it is not likely that the Devils winning effort. The varsity score
will lose both of these games was 35-20 with Jim Moorehead
will lose both of these games. placing first for Clemson. A 33
ACC clashes: North Carolina 32 win was posted by the frosh
and South Carolina, two teams with Pete McCleary placing first
that are never pushovers for and Dave Moorehead coming in
second.
the Bengals.
In the clash with Duke the TiOn Saturday, Oct. 15, a threegers' only score came in the first way meet was held here with
quarter after a 66 yard drive. the final score standing: ClemQuarterback Lowdnes Shingler's son 65, Citadel 60, Duke 20. Jim
passing attack was grounded and Moorehead once again led the
the Tigers had to stick to the Tigers by placing first in the
ground for most of the yardage.
meet.
Fullback Bill McGuirt started
That Saturday the freshmen
and ended the drive with four met Furman and came out on
yard runs. In the final seconds of
the low side with a 21-15 score.
the first period McGuirt moved
Last Saturday, Oct. 22, the tri
the ball seven yards to the Duke
meet with North Carolina State
18. He then carried the ball for
and the University of South Carthe next six plays to score.
olina proved to be a heartbreakClemson drove to the one,
er for the Tigers. Jim Mooretwo, 20, and inside the thirty in
the fourth quarter but couldn't head once again placed first but
buy a TD. The big Devil line the Tigers were outpointed with
held twice and the Tigers lost South Carolina placing first and
the ball on a pass interception N. C. State second.
North Carolina took the freshand a fumble the other two
man meet that day after a fine
times.
Duke never trailed in the game. showing by the Tiger frosh, 30Mark
Leggett,
a second unit 27. Dave Moorehead and Pete
speedster from Asheboro, N. C, McCleary showed fine form by
turned a 14-6 Blue Devil lead into placing first and second respeca decisive 21-6 margin in the third tively.
This Saturday the Tigers take
quarter when he bolted around left
to the road to travel to Wake
end for 70 yards.
Don Altaian's passes and Joel t Forest. There they will meet
Arrington's running rushed Duke f Virginia and Wake in a triinto it's first TD in the 1st quar- meet.

Devils Hand Tigers
Second ACC Loss

Cross-Country
Tigers, Cubs
Split Meets

PIGHEAD
Clemson

Furman

Mississippi

Rice

N«Ty OTer Notre Dame

RISHER

SNAVELY

Sam Anderson

vilege of starting every game.
This gave him a coveted block
"C" and sweater in his sophomore year.
His junior year Sam retained
the coveted position on the first
team and started every
game.
This year was a big one for
the Tigers and Sam. During the
game with Wake Forest he caught
a pass that gave Clemson two
precious points which was
the
deciding factor in the game.
That year the Tigers went
to two bowls, capturing one of
them. At the Sugar
Bowl
Clemson lost a heartbreaker to
LSU after outplaying them for
the entire game. At the Bluebonnet Bowl Clemson defeated
TCU in a most exciting game.
That year Sam Anderson and
Lowndes Shingler started both
bowls and could set a Clemson
record if they start a bowl this
year.
What does he think about Clemson? After four years as an education major Sam has a very high
opinion of Clemson and feels that
Clemson is an excellent school
from which to have a degree.
After working hard, both in football and scholastics, he knows that
he will really appreciate his degree upon commencement.
With four years of football
now under his belt. Sam singles out Coach Jones among
all the men who have helped
him. Sam feels that
Coach
Jones, a retired major-general,
really knows how to handle his
men and is
an
excellent
end coach — a sincere compliment for a man who did much
to develop Sam Anderson.
Relaxed, easy-going Sam
is
sponsoring a most beautiful girl
for Homecoming as all seniors
on the football team are allowed
to do so. He is a bit proud that
he won over 3,600 Ga. Tech. students since Diane Austin, his date,
hails from Atlanta, Ga.- another
proof of the worthiness of Clemson gentlemen.

Half Season Finds
Duke Leading ACC
Teams In Offense
With the season at the halfway mark the teams of the ACC
are still fairly close in total offense statistics. For the most
part the statistics reflect the
standing of the team. Offense
statistics are as follows:
Team

Games Yards Avg.

Duke

5

1499 299.8

Clemson

5

1462 292.4

Virginia

5

1435 287.0

Wake Forest

5

1280 256.0
1519 253.1

N. C. State

6

So. Carolina

4

957 239.3

No. Carolina

5

1164 232.8

Maryland

6

1340 223.3

SHETLAND SWEATER
Cardigans, Crew Necks
and V-Necks —
Also Ladies' Cardigans

from $13.50

m.
224 North Main Street
GREENVILLE, S. C.

Have a real cigarette-have a CAMEL

:OCONEE:
:THEATRE:
SENECA, S. C.
FRI. & SAT.
OCT. 28 & 29

"Time Machine"
Rod Taylor
Yvtte Mimieux
MON. - TUES.
OCT. 31 - NOV. 1

"The Rat Race"
Tony Curtis
Debbie Reynolds
In Color
"For real taste, nothing like a Camei?
WED. - SAT.
NOV. 2-5

"High Time"
Bing Crosby, Fabian
and Tuesday Weld
Cinemascope
In Color

Or do they just go? If so try 'Vaseline' Hair Tonic-made
specially for men who use water With their hair tonic
(and who doesn't!) .'Vaseline' Hair Tonic's 100% pure,
light grooming oil replaces oil that water removes. It
will not evaporate — will stay clear and clean. Your hair
looks great, stays neater longer. Just a little does a lot!

"•^ VASELINE HAIR TONIC
'VASELINE' IS A R£3IST£RED TRADEMARK OF CHESEBROUQH-RONO'S

FIELD SURVEY ENGINEER.
GLEN CANYON DAM, ARIZONA

The best tobacco makes the best smoke!
&. 1. Bernoldi Tobacco Companj. Wlnston-Salem, N. C

Fly Boy Damages Landing Gear!

Letter To The Editor

House Un-American Activity Movie
Causes Comments From Professor
To The Editor:
As President Edwards has said,
It is up to us here at Clemson to
point out the methods Communism is using to win the cold war.
We realize it is the battle for
men's minds which must be won
if we are to reamin a free, democratic country. This is why I am
writing this letter.
To win this battle, we must
make everyone aware of the
weak and strong points of the
American and Communist systems and point up how the United States is attemptnig to correct
its weaknesses. It was the failure of our country to do this which
caused the brain-washing techniques of the Communists to be
at least partially successful in a
very high percentage of our Korean POWs. One way to make certain that they will continue to be
effective is to call everyttiing we
don't like "Communist inspired."
One example of this was fee

Representative
To Methodist
Council Named
Robert A. Harbison of Spartanburg and Clemson has been elected to the South Carolina Methodist Student Movement Council at
the organization's annual conference held at Camp Harmony,
N. C.
Representatives from nearly all
Methodist student organizations
and Wesley Foundations in South
Carolina colleges and universities
attended.
Main speaker, Dr. Joseph W.
Mathews of the University of Texas, spoke on the topic, "The Christian Student Confronts the World
on Campus."
Other Clemson Wesley Foundation representatives were: Plexie
Baker, animal husbandry major
from Andrews; Marshall Dantzler,
prevetinariam major from HoDy
Hill; Jim Baskin, arts and sciences major from Greenville.
Also Regie Brasington, from
Lake City; Marshall Murphy, civil
engineering major from North
Charleston; Gene Crocker, textile
chemistry major from Enoree;
Gus Blakely, civil engineering major from Simpsonville.
Red Bryan, industrial management major from Walterboro;
Robert Walden, from Johns Island; Joe Gable, vocational agricultural education major from
Belton; Mickey Vehorn, from
Gaffney.
And Bill Goodman, forestry
major from Clemson; Carl Platz,
from Estill; George Murphy, from
North Charleston; Kim Srun Leth,
from Phnom-Penh, Combodia;
Ed Davis, chemistry major from
Barnwell; Wick Watson, agricultural engineering major from
Simpsonville; Paul Goodson, architectural major from Charlotte;
and Rev. L. H. Buff, from Clemson.

movie "Operation Oblivion" which
was recently shown on Campus.
The movie tried to show that everyone who opposes the House UnAmerican Activities Subcommittee is a Communist or has been
duped by them. To one who is
unfamiliar with the techniques
used by this committee, this
movie would be very impressive.
However, to those who are familiar with the committee's tactics,
the result is the opposite .
First, since the Congressmen
are under congressional immunity,
their statements must be discounted as proof of anything. Congressional immunity gives a Congressman the right to make any
statement he desires, whether true
or false, and not be held responsible for it, i.e., he cannot be sued
for libel. As an example, let
us consider the last two speeches given in the film. The first is
by a man who is being interviewed. He explains that he cannot
answer whether he is a Communist because his case as to whether he must answer this question
is still pending before the United
States Supreme Court. The next
speaker is Congressman Scherer
who immediately makes a statement to the effect that this man is
a known Communist who has organized the pictured lemonstration. One of the strong points of
the American system is that a
man is innocent until he is proven guilty. If Congressman Scherer has evidence that this main is
an unregistered Communist then
he should give it to the United
States Justice Department so he
can be prosecuted. Since he has
not done this, we must assume he
is hiding behind his congressional immunity.
The members of this Subcommittee are notorious for doing
this. They have similarly attacked numerous laymen and churchmen, one of whom was Bishop G.
Bromley Oxman of the Methodist
Church. The Bishop has been
completely vindicated and has
written of his ordeal before the
Un-American Activities Subcommittee in the book, "I Protest."
Anyone who reads this book will
find out why the California students were protesting the UnAmerican Activities Subcomittee. They will also find out why
the Central Conference of American Rabbis, representing over a
million reform Jews, and the
Northern California-Nevada Conference of Methodists passed resolutions in June of this year proposing the abolition of the UnAmerican Activities Subcommittee. These organizations are interested in preserving our Constitutional liberties and opposing
those who would make Americans afraid to express their opinions when they are in any way
critical of the government. Loss of
the right to criticise our government would be a victory for international Communism.
William D. Baasel
Assistant Professor

AFROTC Wing Commander, Johnny Sims, grimaces in pain while Don Greer blazes a trail
with a trusty sabre during Scabbard and Blade initiation. The initiation took place on the
quadrangle during the past week. (Tiger photo by Alex McCormack.)

Foundation Gives
Academic Awards
National Science Foundation
has announced that it will award
approximately 1200 graduate and
150 post-doctoral fellowships for
the 1961-62 academic year.
Applications must be filed prior
to Dec. 19 for post doctoral
awards and before Jan. 6 for
graduate awards.
Committees
of
outstanding scientists from the National
Academy of Sciences • National
Research Council will evaluate
applications of all candidates.
The Foundation will make the

United Fund Misses
Goal By 15 Per Cent
Clemson residents have recently been reminded by Ray W. Rutledge, Chairman of the Clemson
Community Council, that this
year's goal has not yet been met.
He urged all residents who have
not contributed to the drive to do
so immediately. Rutledge said 15
per cent of the goal of $9,300
remains to be raised. He suggested that residents either contact
their local chairmen or mail in
their pledge cards to the Clemson
Community Council.
The local Community Council
sponsors the United Fund campaign because, according to officials, this is an efficient and
fair way to meet the needs of
many agencies and it also affords a means of protecting the
community from door-to-door solicitations. It is also a method of
keeping the allocation and distribution of funds for health, welfare,
education and youth activities under local control.

ASCE Names Officers

New officers of Clemson Chapter, American Society of Civil
Engineers, discuss plans for the year with their advisor, John
M. Ford (center), professor of civil engineering. Left to
right are: Edward D. Russell, Florence; John R. Nettles,
Charleston; Mr. Ford; Robert W. Finklea, Pamplico; and
Michael P. Norungolo, Greenville. (Clemson College Photo)

JANTZEN SWEATERS
Heavy Lined Clemson Jackets
Flannel and Fur-Lined
Black Gloves, English Leather
$1.50 & UP

SLOAN'S MEN'S SHOP
THE

SHINING
6 A.M. —

*
*

FULL MEALS
SANDWICHES

John M. Preston
Publishes Design
In Periodical
"Architectural
Record", a
monthly periodical for architects,
has published prize winning desigh by John M. Preston of Columbia this month.
John, fifth year architectural
major, received a $1,000 scholarship from Kappes, national roofing company, for a design of a
junior high school he did last
semester.
In competition with other Clemson fourth-year students, all of
whom were designing junior high
schools but for different sites,
John obtained the best design.
The architectural faculty chose
several solutions and sent them to
the Koppers Company for the decision of the specially picked jury
of well-known architects.
Five other collegiate schools
of architecture were represented
by students' work, the best design from each school being
picked by the jury.
The article and pictures are on
page 14 of this month's issue of
the "Architectural Record."

INTRAMURAL
(Continued From Page 5)
All teams are hereby notified
that" games will be played as
scheduled unless it is raining
too hard to gain proper footing.
In other action the following
teams continued
undefeated:
Delta Phi Kappa won over C6,
11-6;
Chester county over E5,
21-13; Phi Kappa Delta over C5,
40-0; D&F6 over CSRA, 19-6;
Abbeville county over E4, 34-0;
Charleston county over Delta
Kappa Alpha, 6-0; Kappa Delta
Chi over Tiger band, 27-0.
Also: F4 News over D3, 14-0;
Kappa Sigma Nu over D6, 26-0;
FS over C8, 13-7; Newman Club
over 8th Barracks Basement,
7-6; 7th Barracks East over F4,
20-7; Sigma Kappa Epsilon over
Barnwell county, 19-0; Union
county over Fl, 19-0; E&D5 over
8th Barracks West, 38-0; and E3
over Dillon county, 7-6. ED-4,
winners by 13-0 over A6, and B8
complete the total of 18 teams
yet to be defeated.
Other scores were: ED6 over
7th Barracks West, 7-6; B6 6,
E6 0; 8th Barracks 6, F3 0; D4
7, New A6 6; and Charleston
county again winning 18-0 over
D2.
Follow intramural sports in the
Tiger every week.
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final selection and announce recipients of awards on Mar. 15.
Applicants must be citizens of
the United States. Fellowships
may be applied to advanced study
in mathematical, physical, medical, biological and engineering
sciences.
They are open to college seniors, graduate, predoctoral students and others with equivalent
training and experience.
Predoctoral applicants will be
required to take the Graduate Record Examination designed to test
scientific aptitude and achievement. The test, administered by
the Educational Testing Service,
will be given on Jan. 21, at designated centers throughout the
United States and several foreign
countries.
The graduate awards are
$1800 for the first year, $2000
for the intermediate year, and
$2200 for the final year of
study. The awards are normal ly made for a 12 month period. However, awards can be
secured for a nine month academic year.
Postdoctoral fellowships are
for $4,500. Limited allowances are
made to apply toward tuition,
laboratory fees and travel.
Additional information and application materials may be obtained from the Fellowship Office,
National Academy of SciencesNational Research Council, 2101
Constitution Avenue, N. W., Washington 25, D. C.

Episcopal Church
Has Annual Bazaar
Holy Trinity Episcopal Church
is holding its annual bazaar today from 4 p.m. to 7:30 p.m. in
the Parish House. All young children are invited by the sponsors
to come to the affair dressed in
appropriate Halloween costumes.
Various booths will be at the
Bazaar, including ones for baked
goods and gifts. Games and contests will be held and many other
items will be for sale.
All students and community people are invited to attend the Bazaar by the women of the Episcopal Church.

Record Enrollment
Established During
Current Semester
Clemson College has enrolled
this semester the largest nunv
ber of students in its history, a
total of 4,048. This also includes
an exceptionally high number of
new student enrollments.
The present enrollment is 158
above last fall's enrollment of
3,890. It exceeds by 688 the postwar peak in 1949 of 3,360, and is
1,358 higher than the post-war
slump in 1954 of 2,690.
A year ago the enrollment of
new students was 1,201, this
year it has increased by 162.
Among the new students are 115
transfers and 35 graduate students.
Women students in Clemson this
fall number 85, 23 of them new
students. A comparison shows
that 97 women were enrolled last
fall and 75 in Sept. 1958.
Current enrollment in the five
schools shows engineering in the
lead with 1,598 students in second
place in arts and sciences with
1,183. Students studying agriculture number 600, textiles 300 and
architecture 201.
Graduate school enrollment is
146 plus 14 students completing
research projects as candidates
for advanced degrees. There
are 20 enrolled as post-graduates of unclassified.
Enrollment by major courses
finds industrial management in
the lead with 545 students for the
first time since the course was
started in 1955. Electrical engineering is second with 498 and
mechanical engineering third with
412.

Sam Belcher Speaks
At Textile Seminar
Sam A. Belcher, Jr., from Anderson, director of purchases for
M. Lowenstein and Sons, Inc. was
guest speaker at the Clemson
textile seminar for juniors and
seniors last Tuesday.
Mr. Belcher graduated from
Emory University in Atlanta with
a bachelor of business administration degree. He joined the
Bibb Manufacturing Co., at Macon, Ga., and rose to the position
of assistant purchasing agent.
He worked in the sales department of the Atlanta Paper Co.,
and later became purchasing
agent for Dan River Mills at
Danville, Va.
In 1950 Mr. Belcher founded a
central buying agency for the
Lowenstein firm. He talked to the
Clemson textile majors about the
purchasing methods of a large organization.

Student Government
To Feast At Supper
Clemson students who are affiliated with student government as
officers of the student body, class
officers, members of Student Assembly, Senior Council and Executive Committee, will be feted at
a supper given them by the Alumni Association Wednesday at 5
p.m. at Boscobel.
The purpose of this supper, according to Angus McGregor, president of student government, is
to acquaint the leaders of the
student body with the Alumni Association and its organization, so
that they may in turn inform the
students of the Association.

WSBF Program Schedule
600 On Your Dial
OCTOBER 28 - NOVEMBER 3
FRIDAY

SATURDAY

9:00
10:00
10:30
11:00
11:15
2:00

Football

2:05

Football

SUNDAY
Sunday Cavalcade
Songtime

MON DA^

The New
Sound
Seranade In
Blue
Sunday Cavalcade
News

4:00

Football

Sunday Cavalcade
Allegro

5:00 Jive At Five

Football

Allegro

5:30 Records At
Random
6:00 Records At
Random
6:15 Records At
Random
7:00 Records At
Random
7:05 Records At
Random
7:30 Records At
Random
7:55 News

Records At
Allegro
Random
Records At
Reserved For
Random
You
Records At
Bandstand
Random
Jazz - New
News
Orleans Styl 5
Jazz - New
Twilight Time
Orleans Styl 3
Night Train
Twilight Time
Night Train

Records At
Random
Records At
Random
Records At
Random
Records At
Random
Records At
Random
Records At
Random
Twilight Time News

8:00 Concert Hall

Night Train

Twilight Time

9:00 All Kinds of
Music
9:15 Stardust

Steve Lawrence Manhattan
Show
Melodies
Night Train
Evergreens

Guest Star

Night Train

News

News

11:05 Nightbeat

Night Train

Nightbeat

Nightbeat

12:00 Nlghtbeat

Sign Off

1:00

1

Sign Off

Jiva At Five

8:00 Concert Hail
9:00 Army Bandstand
9:15 Stardust
11:00 News
11:05 Nightbeat
1:00 Sign Off

WEDNESDAY
Jive At Five
Records At
Random
News
Concert Hall
Stars For
Defense
Stardust
Xews
Nightbeat
Sign Off

1
■ ■ i,

Concert Hall

Stardust

Nightbeat
Sign Off

TUESDAY
5:00 Jive At Five
5:30 Records At
Random

. '"

Sign Off
1

THURSDA f
Jive At Five
Records At
Random
News
Concert Hall
Highway
Reports
Stardust
News
Nightbeat
Sign Off

FRIDAY

Same As
Friday Above

VISIT OUR
108 SHOP
for young executives
and college men
Offering a complete selection of classic natural
shoulder clothing, furnishings and sportswear for
Fall and Winter. Come in soon and see what's
new in:
SUITS and SPORT JACKETS
SHIRTS and CASUAL SHIRTS
TROUSERS and NECKWEAR
FORMAL WEAR and SHOES
HOSIERY, BELTS and RAINWEAR

open Friday nights

Stone Brothers
108 NORTH MAIN
GREENVILLE, S. C.

CLEMSON
SPORTS CARS
Headquarters For
MAINTENANCE &
TUNING OF SPORTS &
FOREIGN CARS
MOST TUNE-UP PARTS
_ NOW IN STOCK!

CLEMSON
SPORTS CARS
101 McCollum St.
CLEMSON, S. C.
Phone: OL 4-5096
Competition Tuning
By Appointment

A DELIGHTFUL COFFEE SHOP WITH
FOUNTAIN SERVICE

TIGER TAVERN
Located In Lower Lobby Of Clemson House

OPEN9:30 A.M. TO 12:00 P.M.
* Fountain Service
* Sandwiches
* Newsstand
THE RIGHT TASTE BECAUSE

^ceroysgotiL,
at both ends f
GOT
THE
BLEND!

Q> I960, tMWI ft WttUAMSOM TOBACCO COft»4

8,000 Management Opportunities!
That's right. There will be 8,000 supervisory
jobs filled from within the Western Electric
Company by college graduates in just the next
ten years! How come? Because there's the
kind of upward movement at Western Electric
that spells executive opportunity. Young men
in engineering and other professional work can
choose between two paths of advancementone within their own technical field and one
within over-all management.
Your progress up-the-ladder to executive
positions will be aided by a number of special
programs. The annual company-wide personnel survey helps select management prospects.
This ties in with planned rotational development, including transfers between Bell Companies and experience in a wide variety of
fields. Western Electric maintains its own fulltime graduate engineering training program,
seven formal management courses, and a tuition refund plan for college study.
After joining Western Electric, you'll be
planning production of a steady stream of

communications products—electronic switching, carrier, microwave and missile guidance
systems and components such as transistors,
diodes, ferrites, etc. Every day, engineers at
our manufacturing plants are working to bring
new developments of our associates at Bell
Telephone Laboratories into practical reality.
In short, "the sky's your limit" at Western
Electric.
Opportunities exist for electrical, mechanical, industrial, civil and chemical engineers, as well as physical
science, liberal arts, and business majors. For more
information, get your copy of Consider a Career at
Western Electric from your Placement Officer. Or write
College Relations, Room 6106, Western Electric Company, 195 Broadway, New York 7, N. Y. Be sura to
arrange for a Western Electric interview when the Bell
System team visits your campus.

MANUFACTUHING AND SUfflT

UNIT OF THE BElt SYSTEM

Principal manufacturing locations at Chicago, III.; Kearny, N. J.; Baltimore, Md.; Indianapolis, ind.; Allentown and Laureldale, Pa.i
Winston-Salem, N. C; Buffalo, N. Y.j North Andover, Mass.; Omaha, Neb.; Kansas City, Mo.; Columbus, Ohio; Oklahoma City, Okla.
Engineering Research Center, Princeton, N. J. Teletype Corporation, Skokie, III., and Little Rock, Ark. Also Western Electric distribution centers In 32 cities and installation headquarters in 16 cities. General headquarters; 195 Broadway, New York 7, fi. Y.

